
Abdera, c
Academy, xix, xxii
Achaean, e, e, a, d–b
Achilles, c–a with notes , , ,

a–c with notes , , , , ,
e with note , e–c, d

Adeimantus, xii
as interlocutor of Socrates, d–e,

e–c, d–c, a–d,
b–d, d–b

offers an objection, d–e, a, b,
b 

other interventions of, a
other mentions of, c, e–a,

b
adopted child: philosophic scepticism

compared to the adopted child’s
discovery that he is an adoptee,
a–a

Adrasteia, a
Aeschylus, b, a, a, d with

note , b, e with note ,
c, c, c with note 

afterlife
immortality of the soul, d–a
myth of Er, a–b
stories of, d–e, d–e, b–c 

Agamemnon, b, a, e–b,
d, b

Agathon, c with note 
age

age-limits in the curriculum of
philosopher-kings, a–c,
d–c

elders should rule, b
old age, e–d, a, d

Aglaeon, e
Ajax, d, b
Alcibiades, b–e with note
Alcinous, b with note 
allegory, the young incapable of judging,

d–e 
Amphiaraus, b with note , b with

note 
Anacharsis, a
analogy: Socrates’ frequent recourse to,

e–a
anarchy, e, e, a
anger, see spirit
animal-handler, sophist compared to,

a–c
Aphrodite, c
Apollo, b, a, a, a–b, e,

c, b–c, a, c with note


appetite, see desire
Arcadia, d
Archelaus, c with note 



Index

Reference to Plato’s text is made by Stephanus page (i.e. by the numbers and letters that appear
in the margin of the text). Roman numerals refer to the introduction. When a term or an
identification appears in an editorial note rather than in Plato’s text, reference is made to the
Stephanus page together with the note (e.g. ‘Aeschylus ... d with note ’). Information on
people and places mentioned in the text and in the introduction can be found in the glossary.
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Archilochus, c
Archytas, xx
Ardiaeus, c–a
Ares, c
Argos, Argive, d, a
Arion, d with note 
aristocracy, d, d 

aristocratic individual, e, d
Ariston, a, a, d, c
Aristophanes, xvii, xxi
Aristotle, xxiv, xxxi
arithmetic, d–c

see also mathematics
Armenius, b
art (or skill), c–d, c–c, e,

b–c, d 
analogy of the ship of state, xxvi,

d–e
fine art, see music; painting; poetry
see also knowledge; ‘one person one

task’
Asclepius, d–c, c–c, c
astronomy, xxx, e–d, d–c

see also mathematics 
Atalanta, b
Athena, a
Athens, Athenian, Attic, a, d, a

with note 
athletics, c–d, c with note ,

b with note , d, d
guardians as warrior-athletes,

e–a, d–e, b, d, c
Atreus, a
Atropos, c–d, e
Attic, see Athens
Autolycus, b
auxiliaries, vs. full guardians, b, c,

d

balance
of fierceness and gentleness in the

guardians, b–c, c–e
of interests, importance of, d
wealth and virtue as if in opposite scales

of a balance, e
bald

bald men have the same nature as men
with hair, c

balding blacksmith, analogy of, e 
banishment

into the countryside of those over the
age of ten, a

ignored, in democracy, a
barbarian(s) (non-Greeks, foreigners),

b, c, c, c (natural
enemies of Greeks), b, d,
c, d

beauty, c–d 
beauty itself vs. the many beautiful

objects, a–b, a–a
of the form of the good, e–a
good looks vs. beauty of soul or

character, d–c; compare a
standard of beauty should be the good,

e, b 
as use, d

becoming: vs. being, b, c, b,
b–c, e, a 

bee, see hive; drones
being, see forms
belief, see opinion
Bendis, xii, xv, a
Bias, e
Birds, xvii
birth-control, see eugenics
blindness, c

education compared to putting sight
into blind eyes, c

non-philosophers compared to the
blind, c

true opinion compared to going along
the right road although blind, c 

wealth a blind chorus-leader, b
body, see soul (vs. body); education (of the

guardians, physical)
bodyguard, see tyranny (tyrant’s

bodyguard)
boxing: defence of the city by guardians

compared to boxing match, b
breeding, see eugenics
breeze: beautifully crafted objects

compared to wholesome breeze, d
burial

honours accorded guardians at, a,
e, a–b

honours accorded philosopher-kings
after death, c

should not be refused to enemies, e

Callipolis, as name for the ideal city, xxvi,
c

capacities, c–d
Carthage, xxii
cattle, the vulgar compared to, a–b

Index
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cave, allegory of the, xxiv, a–b,
a–c

Ceos, c
Cephalus, xv

as interlocutor of Socrates, c–d
Cerberus, c
chance

attitudes towards, a, e, d,
c

contribution of, towards happiness,
d–e, c 

as factor bringing about rule of the
philosopher, b, a

as factor bringing about rule of the
tyrannical individual, c

Charmantides, b
Charmides, xii
Charondas, e
checkers, see draughts
Cheiron, c
Chimaera, c
Chryses, e–b
circle: best regime as virtuous circle,

a
city

analogy of, to soul, xxv-xxix, a,
d–a, e–a, c, c,
e, d–a, d–e, c,
d

‘Cities’ (board–game), e
compared to unhealthy body, e, e
healthy, construction of, xxv,

d–d
luxurious, introduction of, xxvi,

e–a
luxurious, purgation of, xxvi, e
as model laid up in heaven, a–b
origin of, xxv, b–c
of pigs, xxv, xxviii, xxix, d
see also regime

civil war, b; see also faction
classes, see inequality, social; ‘one person

one task’; ruler(s) (vs. ruled)
Cleitophon, b, a–b (exchange with

Polemarchus)
Clotho, c–d, e
clubs (political), d
Cocytus, c
colonisation, xvii
comedy, c–d, b, c
commerce

as a function of the city, b–d

mathematics not to be studied by the
philosopher for the sake of buying
and selling, c–d  

communism (of the guardians),
e–a, d–d, b–c,
b; compare xvii

compulsion
justice practised as something

unavoidable, xxxi, c, b, d
philosophers compelled to rule, xxxi,

d, b–c, d, c–b,
e, a–b; compare c–d (good
men approach rule as something
unavoidable)

tyrannical individual compelled to rule
as tyrant, c 

conservatism
in amending laws, e–e
in system of education, b–c

constitution, see regime
contraries, see opposites
Corinth, Corinthian, d
courage

of the city, a–c
of the individual, c
instilled in the guardians by their

education, a–c, d–c
rewards for, when demonstrated in

battle, b–b
among the virtues of the philosopher,

b
cowardice, a, c–d
craft, see art
Creophylus, b–c
Crete, Cretan, d, c, d
Critias, xi–xiii, xiv-xvi, xviii, xx, a with

note 
Critias, xviii
Croesus, xix, xxii, c
custom, authority of, c, c–d, a
cycle, see circle
Cyprian orations, of Isocrates, xviii

Daedalus, e
Damon, b–c, c
death, see afterlife; burial; grief; Hades
degeneration (of even the ideal city),

xxviii–xxix, b–a
Delphi, b
democracy, xi–xiv, xviii, b–b

democratic individual, c–a,
c–d

Index
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threefold division of democratic city,
d–c

desire(s)
desiring element of the soul,

e–b, c–d, b–d (vs.
rational and spirited elements),
e–a, b–c, a, e–a
(appealed to by poets)

drone–like, b–d; compare d
hydraulic simile for, d 
lawless, b–b
necessary vs. unnecessary, d–c
relation of to objects, d–a 
see also soul 

development, see growth
dialectic, xxx, b, d–e, c–d,

c
Diomedes, e, d with note 

(‘Diomedean necessity’)
Dionysius (I and II), xxii; d with note

, a–c with note , b
with note 

Dionysus, d
discipline, see self-discipline
disputation: vs. uncompetitive,

philosophic discussion, a–b, a,
b, c–d

dithyramb, c
division of labour, see ‘one person one

task’
doctors, see health; medicine
dogs, b, e, b, e, b, c,

b
guardians as a–c, a, a–c,

d, d, b with note , d,
c–d, a; compare a–c

Socrates swears by, e, e, a
dolphin, d
Dorian (mode), a
draughts, b, c, e with note , c

(Socratic questioning compared to)
dreams

cities not governed by philosophers are
as if in a dream, c–d

idealistic hypothesis compared to
daydreaming, a–b

lawless desires set loose in, c–d,
e, b

mathematics compared to dreaming,
c

opinion or belief compared to
dreaming, c–d, c–d

upbringing a dream, according to the
Phoenician tale, d

visions in, d–a 
drones, c–d, c–e, a, c, b,

d–e, c  
drone-like desires, b–d; compare

d
lust as giant drone, a
mercenary, d–e 

dyeing: education compared to,
d–b

Ecclesiazusae, xvii
education, xix–xxii, xxix–xxx

children’s games, important in, a 
of the guardians, d–c (poetic:

content), c–b (poetic: style),
c–d (musical), e–b
(general), c–d (physical) 

importance of, d–e, b–c,
e–b

nature of, e, b–c, c–a,
d–b, c–d (turning the eye
of the soul around), c–c, c,
c 

neglect of, causes civic and individual
degeneration, d, e, b

of the philosopher-king, d–d,
c–c, d–d
(mathematics), d–e (dialectic),
a–c (qualifications),
d–c (curriculum) 

physical education overvalued in
timocracy, c

Education of Cyrus, xviii
Egypt, a
elenchus, see questioning
Empedocles, d with note 
enemy, see friend
environment: healthy, for young

guardians, xxix, c–d 
Epeius, c
epic (poetry), a, c, e, b
equality

in democracy, c, b
in the democratic individual, b–e
in the ideal city, so far as possible, d
valued only by convention, c

Er, myth of, a–b
Eriphyle, a
Eros, b

see also lust; love

Index
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eugenics
among the guardians, c–e
inferior offspring from inferior parents,

a 
‘nuptial number’, a–d
Phoenician tale, a–c

Euripides, a–b, c with note 
Eurypylus, e, a
Euthydemus, b
Evagoras, xviii
excellence, see virtue
excess: excess in one direction tends to

produce reaction in opposite
direction, e

faction (civil war), xiii–xiv
in the individual, e, b, e, b,

a
in society, c–d, e, b, d–e,

a, c–a
spreads to rest of city from within

ruling class, b, d; contrast
a

falsehoods
concerning gods and heroes,

e–e, c, e, c, d–e,
a–e 

deliberate vs. not deliberate, e
medicinal, d, b–d, b

(Phoenician tale), c–d (rigged
lottery), e

philosopher’s hatred of falsehood,
c–d, b; compare a

true falsehood vs. verbal falsehood,
a–d

fascism, xxiii
Fates, c–d, e
father

form of the good compared to,
e–a, c

populace as father of the tyrant, a–b
running away from the law like children

from their father, in timocracy, b
feasibility (of the ideal city), xvi, d,

b–c, a–b, d, c–a,
b–d, e–c, a, d,
a–b, a–b

see also utopianism 
fewness

of guardians, e–a
of philosophers, xxv, b–c, a,

a, b, a–c, d

finger 
best civic community compared to man

with pain in, c–d 
three fingers, as example to explain

subjects which lead towards
understanding, c–d

forms (or characters) (being, what is), xxx
form of the bad, a
form of the couch, b
form of the good, a–e,

a–d (analogy of the sun),
a–c, b–c, e, c, a–b 

object(s) of knowledge, not of opinion
or belief, b–a, c, a–c

not perceptible, b
vs. the plural, varied and impermanent,

a–b, a–d, a–d, a–b,
a, b, b–b, a, c–d 

see also dialectic; philosophy
freedom (unfreedom)

of choice of life, e
as democratic slogan, b, a,

c–a
in education, e
established by correct upbringing,

e–a
as goal of the guardians, b, c
no one willingly wrong, c; compare

c, a; c, d (no one
willingly just)

slavery to the acquisition of rationality,
d

unfreedom in a tyranny and in the
tyrannical individual, xiii, a,
a, c, a, c–d, e

see also slave(s)
friend

all friends in the ideal city, d;
compare a (all brothers)

friendship with the gods, e, c
Greeks as natural friends of other

Greeks, c–d
guardians as gentle to friends and fierce

to enemies, c, a–c
internal friendship/enmity in the soul,

e–a, a–b
justice as helping friends and harming

enemies, d, c–e; compare
b

tyrannical individual is friendless, a
tyrant on the rise has mercenaries and

freed slaves for friends, a

Index
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function
relation to excellence (virtue),

d–a
see also ‘one person one task’

geometry, c–a, c–e,
b–c

see also mathematics
Glaucon, xii, xxi, xxv, xxvii, xxviii, xxxi

as interlocutor of Socrates, a–b,
a–d, c–d, c–b,
e–e, b–a, d–d,
b–d

laughs, c, b
offers an objection or protest, a,

d, d, e, d, a, e,
c, d, d, a 

other interventions of, b–c, b,
d, a, a

other mentions of, a, e–a,
c, d

Glaucus, embodied soul compared to,
d

god(s)
atheism, d
censorship of traditional stories about,

b–c, c, a
as creator, c (of drones), b–d (of

the form of the couch) 
nature of, a–b, d–c,

e–e, e–e (justice of),
e (not responsible for evil) 

resemblance to god, b, a
see also religion

gold-prospecting, discussion contrasted
with, e, b with note 

golden age, a–c with note 
good

characteristic good and bad for each
thing, e–a

conventional goods, c
form of the, see forms
vs. the necessary, c
never comes easily (proverb), c,

d
three categories of, a–d, c–d
as use, d
what every soul pursues, d–e
what saves and preserves, e
see also virtue

grace (gracefulness), xxix, d–e,
e 

‘great beast’, analogy of the, see animal-
handler

Greece, Greeks, b, c, b–c,
a–b, d, d

grief, e, d–e, b
resistance of the good man to,

d–d, e–b
growth

of city, xxv-xxvi, b, a
of philosophers in a political system

worthy of them, xxix–xxx, a;
compare a

guardian spirit, a, e
guardians

character and qualifications of,
a–c, a, b, e, e,
a, c–d, c, d, a–b,
c, b, b

each man his own best guardian, a;
compare b, b

education of, d–b
families abolished among, d–d
happiness of, a–c, d–d 
identify their interest with that of city,

d
importance of, relative to other classes,

b–e, a
philosophers make best guardians,

b–d
professional military class, need for,

a–e
selection of rulers from among,

b–b
social organisation of, d–b
thief, guardian as, e–a
warfare, how prosecuted by, e–c
women as, c–c

Gyges, ring of, d–c, b
gymnastics (physical education), see

education

Hades, d, d–e, b–c, c,
d, c, a

cap of, b
see also afterlife

happiness
of the city as a whole, trumps happiness

of the individual, b–c 
of the guardians, a–a, d–c
virtuous life is happiest and most

pleasant, d–a, b–c, c–e,
a–b, c–a

Index
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harmony
in the city, e, a
harmonics, d–d
in the soul, d–e, e, d;

compare a
see also balance; music

health
doctors, whether needed, d,

e–e
as a good, c, d, d, c–d
of the soul, c–b

Hector, a–b
Helen’s image, untrue pleasures compared

to, c
Hellespont, c
Hephaestus, d, a, c
Hera, d, d, c
Heraclitus, a
Hermus, c
hero(es), e, e, c, d–e, a,

b–c, b, b with note ,
a, d, e with note 

Herodicus, a
Herodotus, xix, d with note , d

with note , c with note 
Hesiod, b, c–d with note , c

with note , d–e, e with note
, c, e–a, e, d,
b

Hiero, xix; compare c with note 
Hippodamus, xvii
hive

as metaphor for the city, b, c
see also drones

Homer 
discussion of, d–e, d–c,

d–e, a–c, a–e,
e–b, e, b–c, b, e,
b–e, d, e–d, b

quotations from, a–b, b–c,
d–e, d, d with note ,
c–b, a–d, a–c, a,
a with note , b with note ,
b with note , b, c–e, b,
d, e with note , e, a
with note , d with note 

homicide, misleading argument compared
to, a–b

homosexuality, a with note , b–c,
c, d–a, c

honour, love of see spirit; timocracy
humours (medical), c with note 

Hydra, e
hydraulics: hydraulic simile for desire,

d

idealism: of the accounts of the just man
and of Callipolis, c–e 

ignorance, Socratic, c, b,
e–a, c, b, a

Iliad, e
imitation

forms habits and dispositions, d;
compare b–c

what one admires and spends time with
one seeks to imitate, c

see also painting; poetry
Inachus, d
incommensurable lines, irrational people

compared to, d
individuality, xxiv-xxv, xxviii
inequality, social, b–d, d–e, a–b,

d–a, c
infanticide, c with note 
injustice, a–b, e

see also justice
innovation, see conservatism
inspiration, divine: as factor bringing

about rule of the philosopher, c 
interlocutor: changes of interlocutor with

Socrates in the Republic, d, b,
a, c, a, a, d, e,
e, c, d, c, a, e,
b, b, b, d, d, b

Ionian (mode), e
irony, Socratic, a
island: islands of the blest, c, c
Ismenias, the Theban, a
Isocrates, xviii–xix, xxi–xxii, xxiv
Italy, e
Ithaca, b

judges, e–a, e
justice, xxv-xxix

appearance of (vs. true justice),
a–c, c–e

of the city, e, b–e
definitions of, c, e, c, a

(doing one’s own job), e, d–e
desired for its own sake, a, b
of the individual, d–e
vs. injustice, a–b
as a necessity, xxxi, d, c, d,

e, b

Index
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rewards of, c–a, e–e,
a–b, b–a, c, a, c

among virtues of the philosopher, b
see also virtue

king
desiring element of oligarchic

character’s soul compared to the
great king, c 

imitator is at two removes from the king
and the truth, e

just individual as kingly, b–c
see also monarchy; philosophy

(philosophers as rulers); ruler
knowledge, a–b, c–d, d, b–c,

c, d, c–b
vs. opinion, d–d, c, e–a
see also art; dialectic; philosophy;

understanding; wisdom 
Kronos, a

labour
division of, see ‘one person one task’
menial, effects of, e, c

Lachesis, c–d, d–e
lameness: imbalance of interests compared

to, d, a
laughter, e–a, d, b, c
law

amendment of, e–e
in democracy, contempt for, e
goal of, a–b, e–a, e
of the ideal city, c, c, c,

e–a (judges), b, b–c
(unwritten), a–c, c–d, e,
b–c, c (letter vs. spirit), e,
b–e, c–d, d–e, a, c

lawless desires, b–b
litigation, recourse to, a–c, a,

d–b, c (as result of faction
between classes)

origin of, a
philosopher-kings must embody same

principles as those on which Socrates
and his conversation-partners based
their laws for the ideal city, d

poets are not lawgivers, e
reason, how connected with, a
running away from the law like children

from their father, in timocracy, b
unwritten, b–c, e 
see also custom 

lead: leaden weights of birth and of
becoming, b

Leontius, e–a
letters

big and small, as analogue for city and
individual, d

moral education compared to learning
to read, a–c

liberalism, xxiii–xxv
lies, see falsehoods
light

as a factor in vision, c–a
pillar of, that binds the heavens, b

line
analogy of the, e–e, a
incommensurable lines, children as, d

lion, c, b
spirited element of soul compared to,

d, b
literature, see poetry
‘longer road’, d; compare d
lottery (for marriage among guardians),

a
Lotus-eaters, c
love

different parts of the soul love different
objects, e–c

erotic, d–c, d, b–c; see
also sex, lust

identity of interest, inspired by, d
lover of something loves the whole

thing, c–c, b–c
philosophy as love of wisdom, see

philosophy
poetry, love of, compared to erotic love,

d–a 
of ruling, b

lust: as internal tyrant, a–e, a–e,
a 

Lycurgus, e
Lydian (mode), e
lyric (poetry), a, d
Lysanias, b
Lysias, xi–xii, b
Lysistrata, xvii

Macedon(ian), xxii, c with note 
magic

deceptive pleasures or fears compared
to, e, b–e

god not a magician, d 
incantations, c

Index
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marriage, e
Marsyas, e
masses, see public, general
master: self-discipline as mastery of

oneself, e–d
mathematics, xix, xxix–xxxi, b–c 

analogy of the line, c–a 
arithmetic and number, d–c
astronomy, e–d
harmonics, d–d
‘nuptial number’, a–d 
plane geometry, c–a
solid geometry, b–e

measure
measurement as a task of the rational

part of soul, d–a
what is incomplete can never be the

measure of anything, c
whole life as appropriate measure of

time to spend on discussion, b
medicine, art of, e–e, e–b

doctor as analogue for ruler, lawgiver,
b, c; compare c

medicinal lies, d, b–d, b,
c–d, e 

see also health 
Megalopolis, xvii
memorial, see burial
Menelaus, a, b with note 
mercenaries, b with note , e with

note , b
meritocracy, xxviii, c, d, a, e
metals, myth of the, c–d, e,

a–b
metre (poetic), b–c
Midas, b
Miletus, a
mime, c with note 
mind, see soul
Mixolydian (mode), e
mode (harmonic), see music
model

celestial motions as, d
democracy contains multiplicity of

constitutional models, d; compare
e

forms as, c–b, a
ideal city as, c–a, b
patterns on which poets should model

their stories, a, c–d, a,
c, b, d

in the soul, b–c, c

moderation, see self-discipline
monarchy, xviii–xix, d
money, see wealth
monkey: spirited element of soul

compared to, b
mourning, see grief
multiple (by which tyrant’s life is less

pleasant than king’s), c–a
Musaeus, c, e
Muse(s), e, c–d, e, d, a,

a
of Philosophy, d, c 

music
conservatism desirable in, c
in education, as a traditional

component, e, a
harmonic modes, c–e
harmonics, d–d
rhythm, e–d
of the spheres, b–c
see also education

mystery: mystic rites (‘mystery religion’),
c with note , a–b, e with
note 

narrative: vs. imitative poetry, c–d,
e–d

nature
city founded on natural principles, e
vs. convention, xxv, e–c, a
health of body and soul an arrangement

of elements according to nature,
d

natural aptitude, a–b, e–e
(for guardianship), b, d, a,
b, b, b–c, b–c and
a–d (for philosophy), d
(adverse environment most harms
the best nature), a–b (for the
role of philosopher-king)

natural order of things, form of the
couch exists in, b 

necessity, see compulsion; desires
(necessary); justice (as a necessity)

Necessity (goddess), c, b–e, a
News from Nowhere (William Morris), xvii
Niceratus, c
Nicias, c
Nicocles, xviii, xxi
Nicomachean Ethics, xxxi
Niobe, a
‘non-contradiction’, principle of, b
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number
‘nuptial number’, a–d
see also mathematics

oak: ‘from oak or stone’, proverbial
phrase, e

obedience (to rulers), d–e, d–a,
b

Odysseus, b, c with note , a
with note , b with notes , ,
d with note , b with note
, d with note , b with note
, c

Odyssey, b
old age, e–d, a, d 
‘Old Oligarch’ (author), xviii
oligarchy, xi–xiv, xviii, c–e

oligarchic individual, a–a,
c–d

see also wealth
Olympic(s), d, b, b
‘one person one task’, xxvii–xxviii,

e–b, d, a–b, d,
b, e–a; compare c

analogous principle within soul, e,
c–e

applied to imitation, e–d,
d–e

more important as applied to tasks of
each class than within the artisan
class, a, a–b 

see also nature (natural aptitude)
opinion

vs. knowledge, d–d, c,
e–a

true opinion compared to blindly
travelling the right road, c

opposites, b–c, a, a–c,
c–a

optimality (of the ideal city), b, e,
a, a, c–d, c, c,
c–d

Orpheus, Orphic, e, a, a with
note 

Ouranos, e

pain, see pleasure
painting, b, a, d, a

as analogue for imitative poetry,
e–c, c–a, c–b

philosopher-kings compared to
painters, xxvi, xxxi, c–d, a–b 

Palamedes, d
Pamphylia, b, d
Pandarus, e, a
panhellenism, xiii, c with note ,

c–b
Panopeus, c
paradigm, see model
pasture, artistic products compared to,

c
Patroclus, d–a with notes , , ,

a–d with notes , , , ,
b, a

pattern, see model
Peirithous, d
Peleus, c
Pelops, a
perception (by the senses)

objects of perception do not admit of
knowledge, b

realm of perception (sight) vs. realm of
understanding (thought), c, d,
b–c, a

relinquished by the philosopher, c,
d 

vs. understanding, a–d
weakness of, exploited by artists,

c–a
Perdiccas, a
Periander, a
Persia, xiii, xviii, c with note 
persuasion, c, b, a–b, b,

c–d, d–e, a, a,
d–a, e–a, e, c 

Phaedo, a with note 
Phaleas, xvii
philosopher-king, see philosophy

(philosophers as rulers)
philosopher-queen, c
philosophy, xvi, xix–xxii, xxviii–xxxi

adolescents too young to benefit from,
a–c, b–c

vs. competitive disputation, a–b,
a, b

corruptibility of those with philosophic
nature, b–b, b–e,
a–b

education of the philosopher-king,
d–d, c–c, d–d
(mathematics), d–e (dialectic),
a–c (qualifications),
d–c (curriculum); see also
dialectic; mathematics
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philosophy (cont.)
godlike (divine) nature of philosophers,

xxvi, xxviii, xxxi, e, c, c–d 
guardians (and dogs) as philosophic,

e–c
as love of truth, xxi, a, a, d,

e; compare e
as love of wisdom (vs. love of opinion),

xxviii, b–d, a, a–b;
compare b

philosopher avoids current politics,
d–e, b, a 

philosophers as rulers, xx–xxi, xxiv,
xxxi, d–e, b–c, a (their
growth will be greater in a political
system worthy of them), d–c,
d–b, e–a (practical
experience; compare d), c
(philosopher-queens), a 

philosophic impostors, c–a,
c

pleasure of, c–a, b–a 
rarity of nature suitable for, b–c,

a–b, b, d; compare
e–a

reputation of, in contemporary society,
d, b–b, c–c, c 

virtues of the philosopher, a–e,
b–c, b, b–d

see also knowledge; wisdom 
Phocylides, a–b
Phoebus, b
Phoenicia(n), a
Phoenician tale, c–d
Phoenix, e
Phrygian (mode), a
pig, d (‘city of pigs’), c, a, e
Pindar, a, b, b, b with note

, c with note 
Piraeus, xii, xvii, a, c, e
Pisistratus, a–c with note 
Pittacus, e
pleasure(s)

bodily, d
community of, in the ideal city, b–e,

a
good vs. bad pleasures, c, b–c
harmless, b
not the good, b–d
philosopher’s attitude towards, d–e,

d–e, c
of poetry, b, c, d, a–b,

a–d (psychological analysis of),
c–d

pure pleasures, b–c
relation to pain, b–a
self-discipline as mastery of, e–a,

e
sexual pleasure the keenest, a
three types of, d
virtuous life is happiest and most

pleasant, d–a, b–c, c–e,
a–b, c–a

Plutus, god of wealth, b with note 


poetry
antagonism with philosophy, b–c
censorship of content, d–c
imitative, critique of, b–c,

c–b, a–b (nature of
imitation), c–d (its effects on
the soul)

narrative vs. imitative, d–c,
e–d

poets and tyrants, a–d
Polemarchus, xi–xii, xxvii

as interlocutor of Socrates, d–a,
a, c

other interventions of, b–a,
a–b, b

other mentions of, b, d, b
Politics (Aristotle), xxiv
populace, see public
population-control, a
Poseidon, d
power

powers, see capacities 
tyrannical, a, c, b, d–e

practicability (of the ideal state), see
feasibility

Pramnian (wine), e
precision, d–b, b, b, a,

d, e, d
Prodicus, c
property

alienation of, in oligarchy, a, a
guardians are not permitted private

property, d–a, c–e,
b–c, b 

property qualification in oligarchy,
d, b

Protagoras, xx, c
Proteus, d
public, general
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amenability of, e–a, c–a,
b

as audience for imitative poets,
e–a

cannot be philosophical, a
corrupt the best among the young,

b–c
likes and dislikes of, as criterion, d
see also democracy

purgation (purification)
of the luxurious city, e
medical, d
philosopher-king begins by cleansing

the slate of the city, a
purificatory rites, e–a
of the soul of the democratic

individual, d–e
of the soul of the tyrannical individual,

b
tyrant cleanses city of its best elements,

c
Pythagoras, Pythagorean(s), xx, a with

note , d, b, b–c with note
, d with note , a with note


Pythian (priestess), e, c

questioning, Socratic, a, e, b–d,
b–c, c

reading (analogy of learning to read), see
letters

realisability (of the ideal state), see
feasibility

reason
as divine, e, d, d, e 
eye of the soul, c–a, e, d;

compare a
as philosopher’s instrument, b–c,

d 
rational element of the soul, e–a,

c–d (vs. desiring element),
e–c (vs. spirited element),
c, d–c, d, e–a,
d–a (imitative poetry not
adapted to), e–a

as ruler, a–c, e, b, b
(‘guardian’), d–a 

see also soul; wisdom
regime

changes only if faction arises in ruling
class, d

constitutional theory, ancient, xviii–xix
effect on philosophers of a political

system worthy of them, a;
compare a

types of, d–e, c–d, c–d
within oneself, e

reincarnation, d, d–b
religion, e–b, b–a,

e–b, c
in the ‘city of pigs’, b 
in the ideal city, b–c, a–b, a,

e
sanctifies the marriages of guardians,

e, a, e
see also god(s)

reluctance (of philosophers to rule), see
compulsion

republicanism, xxiv
revolution, a, c, b

see also faction
rhapsode, a with note , d with

note 
rhetoric, xix, xxi
rhythm, e–d
riddle (about the eunuch), c
risk(s): when worth taking, b–c 
ruler(s)

philosopher as, see philosophy
philosophers compelled to rule, see

compulsion
reason as, see reason
vs. ruled, xxviii, d–a, b–c

(rulers exploit ruled), b–e, b,
d, b–a (self-discipline of
the city), a–b (what they call each
other), d (in a democracy rulers
are praised for behaving like the
ruled, and vice versa), d (within
the soul)

self-rule, see self-discipline  

scapegoat, a with note 
Scylla, c
Scythia(n), e, a
seed: seed sown outside native habitat

loses distinctive qualities, b
Selene, e
self-control, see self-discipline
self-discipline

of the city, e–a
in the education of the guardians,

d–e, e
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self-discipline (cont.)
incompatible with high regard for

wealth, d
of the individual, c
among the virtues of the philosopher,

e
self-sufficiency, b, d
Seriphus, a
Seventh Letter, xii, xiv, xx, xxii
sex, a–d, b, d

sexual regulation of the guardians,
d–e, b–c

see also love; lust
shadow(s)

in the allegory of the cave, a–a,
e, b–c

in the analogy of the line, a, e
in Hades, d
politicians fight over shadows, d

shadow-painting, shadow-pictures, b,
d

pleasure compared to, b, b 
shell-game, c with note 
shepherd 

and sheepdogs, as analogue of rulers
and auxiliaries, a–c, d

and sheep, as analogue of ruler and
ruled, a–c, c–d

ship
of state, analogy of the, xxvi, a–e;

compare e, c
timocratic father’s political undoing

compared to ship striking a reef,
b

Sicily, xix, xxii, d, e
sight, see perception
sign: divine sign of Socrates, c
Simonides, xix, d–c, b, e,

e, c with note , b with
note , c with note 

Sirens, b–c
skill, see art
slave(s), xxviii, e, d, b, b–c,

a, b with note , c, a,
e, b, e, a, c, c,
d–a

‘courage’ of, b
natural slavery, b, d
slavery within the soul, d, d, d
see also freedom 

snake: spirited element of soul compared
to, b

socialism, xxiii
Socrates, xi–xiii

divine sign of, c
Socrates’ reports of his private

thoughts and reactions, a, c,
d, b, d–e, a, a,
d, a, d, e, c, d,
d, b

see also ignorance, Socratic; ‘irony’,
Socratic; questioning, Socratic

Solon, xix, xx, xxii, d, e
sophists, d, a–c; compare d

sophistries, a
Sophocles, b–d
Sophron, c with note 
soul (mind)

analogy of, to city, xxv-xxix, a,
d–a, e–a, c, c,
e, d–a, d–e, c, d

vs. body, d, c, a–b, b,
d, d, b, d–e, e, c,
b, b, e, a, b–c, c,
d, b–d, a–b, b–c

education directed at, b–c; contrast
e 

effects of justice and injustice on, b,
d–b, a–c

eye of, reason as, c–a, e,
d; compare a

function(s) of, d–e
immortality of, d–a
parts (elements) of, see desire; reason;

spirit
relations between parts (elements) of,

xxvii, a–c, a–e, c,
d–a, a–b, a–b
(when reacting to tragic drama), a
(is soul complex or simple?); see also
democracy (democratic individual);
oligarchy (oligarchic individual);
timocracy (timocratic individual);
tyranny (tyrannical individual) 

as standard of reference for the good
and bad life, d–e

turning the soul around, education as,
c–d, c

wax model of, b–d
see also afterlife 

Sparta(n), xiv-xvi, xxi, d, c, a,
e

Spartan Constitution (Xenophon), xv, xviii
Spercheius, b
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spindle (of Necessity), c–d
spirit (spiritedness)

in the guardians, a–b, d–a
as love of honour, c, b, b;

compare a–b
spirited element of the soul, e–b,

e–c (vs. desiring and rational
elements), c, a–b, c–d,
b

see also soul
state, see city
statue

Glaucon’s account of just and unjust
man compared to scouring statues,
d

painting a statue, as analogue for giving
an account of the happiest city,
b–a

Socrates compared to a sculptor,
c

statues in the allegory of the cave, a,
e 

Stesichorus, c
Styx, c
sun

as analogue for the form of the good,
a–d, c, c

of Heraclitus, a
produced by the form of the good,

c, c
Syntonolydian (mode), e
Syracuse, Syracusan, xxii, d

Tartarus, a
Telamon, b
temperance, see self-discipline
Thales, a
Thamyras, a
Theages, b
Thebes, Theban, xiv, a
Themis, a
Themistocles, e–a
Thersites, c
Theseus, d
Thetis, d, b, c with note 
thinking: technical term, in the analogy of

the line, d–e, e–a
Thrace, Thracians, a, e
Thrasymachus, xxvii

as interlocutor of Socrates, b–e,
c–a, b–c

other interventions of, a–b

other mentions of, b, a–d, a,
c, b, c, a

Thucydides, xiv
Thurii, xx; see also glossary under ‘Lysias’
Timaeus, xviii, xx, xxxi, b with note 
timocracy, xvi, b–d, b–d

timocratic individual, d–c
see also spirit

Tiresias, d with note 
To Nicocles, xviii
tragedy, a, d, b–d, b,

b–c, b, a–d, b, b,
d–b

see also poetry
Troy, Trojan, a, b, e, e, a,

d, c
truth, see falsehoods
tyranny, xi–xii, xix, xxii, xxix, a,

a–c, a–b
Eros as tyrant, b
multiple by which tyrant’s life is less

pleasant than king’s, c–a 
tragedians, relation of to tyrants,

a–d
tyrannical individual, a–a 
tyrant’s bodyguard, b with note ,

b, d–e, b

understanding (thought)
in the analogy of the line, b, a,

d–e, a
directed towards being and truth, c,

b, b
vs. perception (example of the fingers),

a–d
realm of understanding (thought) vs.

realm of perception (sight), c,
d, b–c, c, a

see also knowledge
underworld (Hades), d–e, b–c

see also afterlife
unity 

of the city, b, a–b, d; compare
e

of the individual, e; compare e,
b

usury, e–a
utopianism, xiv-xviii

even an account of the happiest possible
city must be realistic, b–a

idealism of the accounts of the just man
and of Callipolis, c–e
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utopianism (cont.)
Utopia (Thomas More), xvii
see also feasibility (of the ideal city) 

vice, c, c, a, a–d
see also democracy; oligarchy;

timocracy; tyranny
virtue (excellence), xxiv, xxvii–xxviii,

c–d, c, b–e
four cardinal virtues, e
virtues of the general populace, d–e,

d 
virtues of the philosopher, a–d
virtuous life is happiest and most

pleasant, d–a, b–c, c–e,
a–b, c–a

voluntary (no one voluntarily wrong), see
will

wall: philosopher’s avoidance of politics
compared to sheltering behind a wall
during a storm, d 

war
civil, b; see also faction
guardians’ manner of engaging in,

e–c
justice useful in, e 
mathematics useful in, d–e, b,

d, d 
need for experts in, b–d
origin of, d–e
success in, despite limited means,

a–b
timocracy and the timocratic individual

put high value on, d–a, a
tyrants’ appetite for, e–a 

waves: scepticism about Callipolis
compared to, b–d, a, c

wax model of the soul, b–d 
wealth

absent among guardians, e–a,
c–e, c, b–c

benefits of, e–b 
corrupting effects of, c, a–c,

b, d–e, d, c, e–a,
d  

limits of, in ideal city, d–e, c–e
philosopher’s attitude towards, e;

compare d
the rich as feeding-ground for the

drones, e
of the soul, b

will (willingly): no one willingly wrong,

c; compare c, a; compare
also c, d (no one willingly just)

see also compulsion
wine

drunkard as tyrannical, c
freedom compared to, c–d
wine–lovers, a

wisdom
of the city, b–a
in the education of the guardians, e,

e, d–e
of the individual, c
philosophy as love of, b–e, a,

b–d, b–c; compare b
see also knowledge; philosophy 

wishful thinking, see feasibility (of the
ideal city)

wolf
guardians protect from but themselves

have potential to become wolves,
e–a 

Thrasymachus as, d
tyrant as, d–a

women, xvi, xvii
in battle, d
capable of becoming guardians,

c–c
disparaged, c, a, e, c,

d, e, c, b, e
inferior to men, d–e, d–e, a,

b
as philosopher-queens, c
as wives in common among guardians,

d–d
word(s)

music should follow words, not vice
versa, d

plays on words, e, d
wrestling

argument compared to, b with note


female guardians will engage in, b
question-and-answer compared to, b

Xenophon, xv, xviii–xix 
Xerxes, a

year: Great Year, b with note 
youth: poetic devices compared to the

bloom of youth, b

Zeus, d, a, b, b, c, d,
e, d, b, c
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